
 

 

 

2-day Security Awareness Training for Drivers 
Designed specifically for humanitarian drivers in Lebanon and Syria  

  

 

Drivers are the backbone of the organization. They are responsible for 

moving staff under often difficult circumstances. Statistics tell us that the 

majority of safety incidents for humanitarian organizations are during 

vehicle travel. It takes one person who is not trained for a minor safety 

incident to turn into a serious or crisis-level situation, and therefore it is 

important that drivers receive training too. At PMO SRM, we offer a 2-day 

contextualized security awareness training for drivers to better protect 

them and other staff during vehicle movement.  

 

We recently finished our first of these kinds of trainings in Lebanon for 

drivers of organization’s based in Lebanon.  We believe strongly in the 

need to make trainings more equally accessible while maintaining a high-

quality standard. As such, we only work with certified trainers with current 

and relevant field experience. We use this experience to create, for your 

staff, recognizable and contextualized scenarios in our trainings. 

   

How does this work: 

• We designed a 2-day security awareness training for drivers, 

looking specifically at Lebanon and Syria* 

When/Where?** 

• 29-30 November 2021 Massabki Hotel Chtaura 

Cost: 

• 575 USD per person 

• Or 625 USD per person for participants who want to stay 

overnight (additional meals included) 

 

* If your organisation guarantees us 15 or more participants, we can design this 

training in accordance with your organisation's mandate and mission.  

**Upon request, we can do the training over the weekend and at various 

locations. locations in Lebanon. 



 

  

 

 

 

 

What we do 

We provide quality security trainings with an emphasis on simulation and live action training. In 

any trainings, the physical part of the trainings is key. It gives the participants the opportunity 

to learn what their natural responses are and how to adapt them to unforeseen circumstances. 

PMO Security Risk Management has been actively involved in day-to-day support for NGOs 

and experienced the importance of practicing the skills learned on our trainings. 

 

Our Mission 

To accomplish a higher level of security awareness and preparedness for every staff member, 

irrelevant of their position. We believe this is the way forward for humanitarian organizations to 

be able to successfully continue and develop their operations. 

 

Who we are 

We are a team of experienced safety and security advisors within the humanitarian community. 

All our staff, including external trainers, have extensive experience in facilitating HEAT and 

other safety and security related trainings. 

 

 

Course Modules 
*Courses are in English but can be done with simultaneous 

interpreter (additional fee applies) 

• Armed Conflict 

• Civil Unrest 

• Communication and Navigation 

• IHL & Humanitarian Principles 

• Driving & Travel Safety: Driving in Dangerous 

Environments, Checkpoints, Road Travel 

Planning, Movement Procedures, Medical 

Emergency, Carjacking, Ambush… 

• Natural Hazards 

• SOPs 

• Mines & Explosives (UXO) 
 

 

   

 

 

Contact us 

  

 

info@pmoexcellence.org 
 

 

Check our website and learn more about us, our experience and our team: www.pmo-srm.org  
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